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EMBARKING ON CHANGE
The Throne Speech of Ontario’s new Progressive Conservative government
reiterated its major election themes: prioritizing value for the taxpayer’s dollar;
offering tax relief; reducing gasoline and power charges; enhancing Ontario for
business; and protecting jobs (election platform, here). Rebalancing the books
was promised again on a “responsible, modest, and pragmatic” timetable.
The Speech referenced key spending commitments such as 15,000 new longterm care beds to ease hospital congestion alongside a “Commission of Inquiry”
into Ontario’s financial practices and a line-by-line audit of government spending
to identify efficiencies. Already announced is curtailing the cost of the Province’s
pharmacare plan, OHIP+, by replacing universal prescription coverage for youth
24 years and younger with a requirement to first seek coverage under their
parents’ health insurance. The new Premier already is advocating for Ontario with
Ottawa, arguing for increased federal funding to shelter refugees beyond the
recent federal promise of $50 million across Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba.
On the complex power file, the new government has committed to keeping
Pickering Nuclear Generating Station open until 2024, protecting 4,500 jobs in
Durham Region. For Hydro One, Ontario’s transmission utility, a new agreement
covers the CEO’s retirement and the replacement of the current Board of Directors
by August 15 with a new Board with reduced compensation. Ontario’s cap-andtrade framework will be dismantled, lowering fuel prices; other carbon tax
schemes will be opposed in all forms, and the programs funded from cap-andtrade revenues will be wound down.
The Legislature is recalled this summer to address a number of issues including:



Resolving the York University strike started in early March;



Removing the cap-and-trade carbon legislation;



Cancelling the White Pines Wind Project (18½ MW) approved to proceed with
construction early in the election campaign; and



Legislating greater transparency and public accountability for Hydro One.

Restructuring, however, can involve costs. Corporations are expected to request
compensation for their purchases of greenhouse gas allowances and offset credits.
Contracts were authorized under prior Climate Change programs. The Independent
Electricity System Operator issued a contract to the White Pines Project.
As the Public Accounts are prepared for fiscal 2017–18 (FY18), decisions are
required on the Auditor General’s two concerns: 1) that the full impact of the Fair
Hydro Plan’s electricity rate reduction is not incorporated, adding $2.4 billion to FY19
spending; and 2) that overall pension expense is underreported for the Public Service
and Teachers’ Pension Plans by $2.6 billion in FY19 (see here). The multiple issues
facing this new government suggest that a Budget/Update this Fall will be just a first
step towards a fuller fiscal plan in next spring’s Budget. For the new government, the
results of its financial reviews, the slower growth anticipated for Ontario after a fouryear output surge averaging 2¾% annually (side chart) and the elevated uncertainty
inherent in current US trade actions all suggest careful strategic planning.
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